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Abstract

This paper proposes a new way of handling difficult
cases of anaphora in language at the level of logical
form. This includes donkey anaphora and references
into script-like or frame-like knowledge. These cases of
anaphora are important, since they occur in virtually
every sentence expressing commonsense, general facts
about the world - the kinds of facts a language un-
derstanding or commonsense reasoning system needs
to know. The proposed approach, called "dynamic
skolemization’, can be implemented within a more-
or-less standard logical framework, avoiding the need
for logics in which the context of semantic evalua-
tion changes dynamically, such as Discourse Repre-
sentation Theory or Dynamic Predicate Logic. The
approach leads to script-like or frame-like represen-
tations, and thus provides a linguistic motivation for
them (at the level of complex, structured knowledge
rather than at the level of predicate-argument struc-
ture).

Introduction
The phenomenon of "donkey anaphora" has been much
discussed in the linguistic semantics literature (e.g., see
(Carlson &: Pelletier 1995)), but less so in AI, despite 
as I will argue - its importance for knowledge represen-
tation and acquisition. The phenomenon is exemplified
by sentences such as the following:

1. If a farmer buys a donkey, he pays for it in cash.

2. If John bought a donkey at the fair, he paid for it in
cash.

Note that (1) has a generic flavor, in that it quantifies
over cases where a farmer buys a donkey. (2) admits
both a generic and a specific reading. On the generic
reading, it quantifies over past instances of John buy-
ing a donkey (perhaps with different instantiations of
"the fair", or perhaps with a single instantiation of a
very long fair). On the specific reading, (2) seems 
refer to just a single visit by John to the fair, and a
possible donkey-purchase during that visit.

Both sentences and both readings of (2) illustrate the
problem of donkey anaphora, but the specific reading
of (2) does so most simply and starkly. If we interpret

indefinites in terms of existential quantification (as has
been customary in philosophical logic and much of AI),
then the logical form of the specific reading of (2) ap-
pears to be

[(3x)B(x) A B(J, x)] -+ P(it, M),
ignoring implicit events. But how are we to disam-
biguate the anaphoric pronoun? We cannot set it to x,
since this would lead to a free occurrence of x outside
the scope of its quantifier, where this free occurrence is
semantically disconnected from the prior bound occur-
rence. We also cannot appeal to a "wide-scope read-
ing" of the indefinite, giving the existential quantifier
wider scope than the conditional and thus bringing the
pronoun within its scope. This would give a reading
to the effect that something x is such that if it is a
donkey and John bought it at the fair, then he paid
for it in cash. But such a statement is true virtually
independently of John’s donkey purchases and manner
of payment, as long as there is something that is not a
donkey, or something that John didn’t buy, thus ren-
dering the antecedent of the conditional false and the
conditional true.

Finally, we cannot appeal to some principle of quan-
tifier scope widening analogous to conversion to prenex
form, since this would convert the negatively embed-
ded existential quantifier to a wide-scope universal. If
it happens that John bought several donkeys at the
fair, truth of (2) would then require John to ha~e paid
for all of them in cash. But this is wrong (though it
is sometimes an implicature), as can be seen by aug-
menting (2) as follows:

3. John took enough money to the fair to buy a donkey.
So, if he bought a donkey at the fair, he paid for it
in cash.

Clearly we do not want to infer that if John was so
impressed with the livestock offerings that he went on
a donkey-buying spree, he paid for all his donkeys in
cash. Yet (2) remains true in this context. The point
is even clearer for the following variant of (2):

4. If John bought a donkey at yesterday’s fair, he rode
it home.

This seems perfectly true even in a case where John
bought two donkeys, but rode only one home while
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leading the other. Another argument against the
scope-widening solution is that it plainly leads to in-
coherence for variants of (1) involving explicit generic
quantification, such as

5. If a farmer buys a donkey, he {usually/sometimes/
rarely} pays for it in cash.
Why, then, should the KR community care about

this problem? I claim that much of the knowledge
needed for commonsense reasoning is of this form. For
instance, the following are some general facts that ev-
eryone presumably knows:

6. If a hungry predator encounters a smaller creature,
it may well try to attack and eat it.

7. If a conspicuous action occurs within plain sight of
a person (in a normal state of alertness), the person
will notice it.

8. If an adult attacks a child, that is an extremely
wicked action.

9. If someone does something extremely wicked, and
others find out about it, they will want to punish
him severely.

10. If one enters an enclosure, one will then be inside it
(and outside it immediately before).

11. If you eat at a restaurant, you enter (it), get a table
to sit at, select a meal from a menu, place your order
with a waiter, etc.

The first five items are taken loosely from the en-
codings in (Schubert L: Hwang 1989; Hwang & Schu-
bert 1993a) of the knowledge needed to understand
some small fragments of a fairy tale (Little Red Rid-
ing Hood). We found that dozens of axioms of this
sort, encoded in EL (Episodic Logic, an NL-like repre-
sentation) were typically required to enable the EPI-
LOG system to make sense of a sentence in a story
(also represented in EL), i.e., to infer the "obvious"
causal, temporal, part-of, and other coherence rela-
tions. Of course, the claim that story understanding is
a knowledge-intensive activity is a truism in AI nowa-
days (thanks to the work of Roger Schank and his co-
workers, and many others in the 70’s and 80’s), but
the present point concerns the particular form of the
required facts when stated in ordinary language. Ev-
idently, all five sentences involve at least one instance
of donkey anaphora. (In the third sentence, the deictic
that is in effect a reference to an action whose existence
is implicit in the antecedent.)

The last sentence is intended to echo the kind of
knowledge often encoded in script-like representations.
Setting aside the role of you, the consequent clauses
clearly involve tacit or explicit references to the restau-
rant in question, and these references are again of the
"donkey" variety.

The need to convey huge numbers of mundane gen-
eralities to machines remains a frustrating bottleneck
in the effort to endow machines with ordinary under-
standing and common sense. There are several pos-
sible ways of attacking the problem, the most direct

being the systematic hand-coding of the requisite facts
(Lenat 1995). However, this approach is very labor-
intensive, and the task would be greatly lightened if
the bulk of the necessary knowledge could be conveyed
directly through language.

The problem of donkey anaphora presents a partic-
ularly formidable roadblock in this endeavor. There
are some proposed solutions that deal plausibly with
examples like (1-4), as indicated in the next section.
But in the first place, these solutions depend on adopt-
ing a logic with a quite radically altered, "dynamic"
semantics, and corresponding nonstandard inference
mechanisms. The possibility of translating into a more
conventional framework improves prospects for bridg-
ing the gap between work in linguistic semantics and
knowledge representation. More importantly, I will
show in the next section that the dynamic semantics
approach encounters difficulties that would prevent its
broader use for "telling machines about the world".

In section 3, I will then develop the proposal I call
dynamic skolemization, showing how it deals both with
standard donkey anaphora and the more challenging
cases described in section 2. Dynamic skolemization
can be augmented so as to introduce new concepts
(predicates) that "summarize" the content of the for-
mulas comprising the scope of the skolemized variables.
When this is done, the representations becomes quite
concise, and strongly reminiscent of scripts and frames
in AI.

In section 4 I discuss some further issues in the ap-
plication of dynamic skolemiztion, and possible limita-
tions of the approach. In the final section I reiterate
my conclusions.

Earlier Solutions: Dynamic Semantics

The difficulties posed by donkey anaphora have
spurred new developments in the logical anMysis and
representation of ordinary language. Sentence (1), re-
peated here as (12), will serve to illustrate two well-
known approaches very briefly:

12(a) If a farmer buys a donkey, he pays for it in cash

(b)
(c)

x y

F(x)
D(y)
B(x,y)

Z W

P(z,w)
g~x
w=y

.,y : F(.),D(v), B(.,y)) (z, w 
P(z,w),z = x,w = 

13. [(3x, y)F(x)/~ D(y) A y)] - -+ P(x, 

Perhaps the best-known approach to anaphora is that
of (Kamp 1981) and (Heim 1982), known as DRT. 
representation of (2a), repeated here as (12a), would 
a Discourse Representation Structure (DRS) as shown
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in (12b). This DRS contains a conditional whose an-
tecedent and consequent are again DRS’s. The indef-
inites a farmer and a donkey are represented as vari-
ables called "discourse referents", comprising the syn-
tactically separate "universe" of the antecedent DRS.
Corresponding "conditions" F(x) and D(y) appropri-
ately constrain them in the antecedent DRS. The treat-
ment of the definites ill the consequent DRS is anal-
ogous, and the anaphoric references are resolved by
the equations in the consequent DRS. An alternative,
nonpictorial syntax could be as illustrated in (12c).

What is crucial here is the semantics, in particular
the "dynamic" way in which discourse referents are
added to the domain of a partial assignment function in
the course of semantically evaluating ~ DRS. Roughly
speaking, a conditional DRS like (12b) is taken to 
true relative to a model and a partial assignment if
every way of making the antecedent true by adding its
discourse referents (here, x and y) to the domain 
the assignment can be extended to a way of making
the consequent true by adding its discourse referents
(here, z and w) to the domain of the assignment.

Clearly, then, the way DRT treats the anaphoric pro-
nouns in the consequent of a conditional is both syntac-
tically and semantically dependent on the presence of
coreferring discourse referents in the antecedent. Syn-
tactically, the translations of the pronouns need to be
equated to "accessible" referents (such as those in the
antecedent, or ill the universe of an embedding DRS),
and semantically the equations succeed in making the
desired connection because of the way partial assign-
ment functions get extended in the antecedent, and the
way this extension is "carried forward" to the conse-
quent.

A disadvantage of DRT as a meaning representa-
tion is that it requires a mapping from surface lin-
guistic form to logical form that is hard to reconcile
with a compositional semantics. DPL (Groenendijk
& Stokhof 1991) provides a compositional alternative.
DPL would assign (12) the logical form shown in (13).
Note that in DPL we can actually substitute the quan-
tified variables x and y for the anaphoric pronouns,
much as we were tempted to do - but couldn’t make
formal sense of- in the case of it in (2). The way DPL
makes sense of (13) is by treating formulas much like
computer programs, where variables are assigned val-
ues in earlier subformulas, and these vMues persist to
later subformulas. In particular, an existential formula
(3x)O is thought of as denoting nondeterministic as-
signment to x, followed by a test ~. Truth corresponds
to "executability" (for some initial values of the vari-
ables and some nondeterministic choices during execu-
tion). Technically, this is formalized in terms of state-
change semantics, where a state is a (total) variable
assignment; i.e., the semantic value of (3x)(~ relative
to a model consists of the pairs of states such that the
formula can (nondeterministically) transform one into
the other. For a conditional (~ -+ ~, successful exe-

cution (truth) requires that for every way of executing
¯ , the resultant state allows execution of @.

Again, the dynamic change in the context of evalu-
ation induced by the prior materiM is apparent, as is
the need for "accessible" prior referents. Another sig-
nificant point to note is that both approaches lead to a
universal interpretation of indefinites in the antecedent
of a. conditional. In DRT, this is because of the iter-
ation over all ways of making the antecedent true (in
the present example, all ways of picking a farmer and
a donkey such that the farmer buys the donkey). Sim-
ilarly, in DPL this is because of the iteration over suc-
cessful executions of the antecedent. So this semantics
is somewhat appropriate for (12) but hardly for the
specific reading of (2). However, one could define 
"specific conditional" within DRT or DPL that does

justice to intuitions about (2). EL, mentioned above,
would assign much the same logical form as DPL to
(12) (neglecting events), but would employ a distinc-
tive "generic conditional" to obtain a quasi-universal
reading. For the material conditional, EL’s particular
brand of DRT-like dynamic semantics would give the
desired specific reading for (2).

The reliance of these theories on the presence of ac-
cessible referents for interpreting anaphora can be a
serious handicap. This is apparent for passages where
"dependent entities" are introduced in one sentence,
and then referenced in another, as in

14. There were several instances at the fair where a
farmer bought a donkey. In each instance, the
farmer paid for the donkey in cash.

The dynamic semantics approaches provide no easy
way to logically represent the referential definites in
the second sentence so that they refer to the appropri-
ate farmer and donkey in each of the instances under
discussion. This is apparent if we write down a DPL-
like or EL-like logical form for these sentences (enrich-
ing the basic syntax slightly so as to allow restricted
quantifiers and some set-theoretic constructs):

15. (a) (3S:set-of-instances(S))
(re : e ~ S)

(3~: F(~))(3y D(V))B(~, y,
(b) (re: e ¯ S)(3e’: e’ 

(The z: F(z))(The w: D(w))P(z,w,e’).
This interprets the "instances" in (13) as donkey-
purchases by farmers~ and accordingly introduces a
Davidson-like event variable into B ("buys") and like-
wise into P ("pays in cash for"). While I do not re-
gard this approach to event representation adequate
(see (Hwang ~ Schubert 1993b)) it will do for present
purposes.

Note, first of all, that the referentiM connection be-
tween the bound occurrence of S at the beginning
and the free occurrence later on will be made suc-
cessfully by the dynamic semantics approaches men-
tioned. However, the same is not true of the definites
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(The z : F(z)) and (The w : D(w)). Substituting the
farmer-variable x from the first sentence for z, and the
donkey-variable y for w, simply does not lead to a co-
herent result in any of the theories, since (3x : F(x))
and (3y : D(y)) lie within the scope of a universal
quantifier. Intuitively, the first sentence posits various
values of x and y depending on the choice of e E S,
and in the second sentence z and w should refer to
these values as a function of e, but no such function is
available.

The problem is that the desired referents are too
deeply embedded in the prior discourse, so that they
cannot do the required context-setting for interpreting
the anaphoric descriptions. In fact, the only way we
appear to have of solving the reference problem is to
reformulate the second sentence so that it repeats the
content of the first sentence antecedently, making the
required referents directly accessible:

16(a) In each instance, if a farmer bought a donkey, the
farmer paid for the donkey in cash.

(b) (Ve:e E S) [(3x: F(x))(3y: D(y))B(x,y,e)] -+
(3e’: e’ ~ e)P(x, y, e’)

However, besides being cumbersome and ad hoc, this
importation of material ought to be redundant. After
all, the discourse prior to (16a) already characterized
the instances in question as instances in which a farmer
buys a donkey, so why should we have re-specify this
property?

This is not the worst case. There are familiar kinds
of reference where the required antecedent material is
not merely submerged in the prior discourse, but hid-
den in the tacit knowledge of the speaker and hearer.
The following is an example:

17(a) John dined at Mario’s. He left a big tip for the
waiter.

(b) (3e)D(J,M,e). (3x: T(x))(3e’ : e’ E_ 
(They: W(y))L(J,x,y,e’)

Any of the dynamic semantics approaches would now
require retrieving and instanti&ting a "dining out" sce-
nario, at least in part, and incorporating this an-
tecedently into the representation of the second sen-
tence. Only then would we be able to resolve the defi-
nite description (The y: W(y)) to the appropriate ref-
erent, i.e., the waiter who served John. This approach
would be laborious and hard to systematize, keeping
in mind that stored scenarios could be quite complex,
and that multiple scenarios could be relevant to a sin-
gle sentence (e.g., "At the business dinner at Mario’s,
the waiter spilled coffee on the CEO just when he was
about to put up some pie-charts"). These are just the
sorts of problems that hampered full exploitation of
"scripts" in story-understanding research in the 70’s
and 80’s.

My goal here is to provide a straightforward and
concise method of interpreting sentences involving
anaphora as in (16) and (17), as well as the more 
nocuous cases of donkey anaphora. The idea is to make

available Skolem functions (constants, in the simplest
cases) for establishing referential connections. For in-
stance, in the case of (17) we want to make avMlable
a "waiter function" that picks out the waiter of any
dining-out event, as a function of that event. In the
following I develop such an approach, beginning with
simple cases of (non-donkey) anaphora.

Dynamic Skolemization

Skolem constants
Let’s begin with a very simple example of cross-
sentential anaphora, the sort that invites the use of
Skolem constants - and has been dealt with in that
way in countless natural-language systems:

18(a) John bought a donkey. He paid for it in cash.

(b) (3z: D(z))(3e)B(J, x, e). (3e’)P(J, 
(c) D(A) A B(J, A, E). P(J, A, 

(185) shows the preliminary logical form of (18a)
(again with Davidsonian event arguments). In (18c),
the variable x for the newly introduced donkey has
been skolemized to A and the variable e for the newly
introduced buying event has been skolemized to E.
The anaphoric pronoun has also been replaced by A,
unproblematically making the cross-sentential connec-
tion. Note that (as in some previous examples) there
is also an implicit relation between the paying event
and the buying event, i.e, the paying is understood
to be part of the buying. Various theories have been
proposed for deriving this sort of connection system-
atically (e.g., (Webber 1988; Hwang &~ Schubert 1992;
Lascarides et al. 1992)). By whatever means the con-
nection is derived, the skolemization of event variables
facilitates its representation, e.g., as E _ E~.

We should note in passing that skolemization is not
a logically sound transformation. Rather, it amounts
to a logical strengthening, since predicating constraints
on a constant will filter out some possible models. But
the stregthening is trivial in the sense that it is guar-
anteed to preserve satisfiability, and that no new sen-
tences are entailed, other than some that involve the
Skolem constant. (See the "conservative extension"
theorem below. This is why skolemization is legitimate
in refutation proofs, such as resolution proofs.)

If one now considers a conditional sentence like (2)
(repeated here as (19a)), one feels intuitively that 
an&phoric connection is made just as in (18a), the non-
conditional case.

19(a) If John bought a donkey at the fair, he paid for it
in cash.

(b) [(3x)D(x) B(J, x)] -+P(J, it)
(c) [DCA) A B(J, A)] -~ P(J, A).

One conceptualizes the situation of John buying a don-
key, and in doing so, establishes some conceptual token
for the donkey. This token is then available for refer-
ence, whether the context-setting sentence supplies a
fact or a proviso.
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Of course, tile discourse referents of DRT and the
existential variables of DPL provide just such tokens,
but I have argued that they do so only very locally
and transiently. Skolem constants and functions could
provide a simple, "heavy-duty" alternative, but seem
to fail us here. If we assign to (19a) the preliminary
logical form (19b) (neglecting events for simplicity)
and then attempt to skolemize and resolve the referent
as earlier in (18c), the result (19c) is patently defec-
tive. This is apparent from the fact that (19c) is the
skolemized form of (Jx)[D(x)AB(J, x) -4 z)], i.e.,
"There is a thing x such that if it is a donkey and John
bought it, then he paid for it in cash"; but this is triv-
ially true if we can find any x that is not a donkey
or was not bought by John, rendering the antecedent
false.

However, it is interesting to note that (19c) fails 
a representation of (19a) by being too weak, rather
than too strong. Given (19a) and given that John
bought a donkey, it should follow that there is a don-
key that John bought, and paid for in cash. But if we
replace (19a) as a premise in this argument by (19c),
the conclusion no longer follows. This is because the
existence of a donkey that John bought fails to entail
D(A) A B(J, A), tile antecedent of (19c).

This suggests a simple remedy: we supplement the
skolemization ill (19C) with the following stipulation:

20. (3x: D(x))B(J,x) -+ D(A) A 
I will use the term dynamic skolemization for the two
steps of (i) skolemizing an existential variable, and (ii)
stipulating a supplementary condition like (20) above,
relating the unskolemized existential formula to its
skolemized form. (This is stated more formally, and
generalized, below.) I will also refer to the supplemen-
tary condition itself as a "Skolem conditional".

Given (20), falsity of D(A) A B(J,A) implies that
John didn’t buy a dunkey. So D(A) A B(J, canno
longer be trivially false, and (19c) trivially true, as 
result of A not being a donkey or John not having
bought it. Some additional points are worth noting.
First, the Skolem conditional can be turned into a bi-
conditional, by existential generalization. This makes
it natural to think of (20) as a partial definition of the
newly introduced constant A. As such it provides a
conservative extension of any theory framed in a vo-
cabulary exclusive of A, as shown later.

Second, when we resolve the pronoun in (19a,b) 
the constant A, introduced through dynamic skolem-
ization, the resultant reading is non-universal. To ob-
tain a past-habitual reading of (19a), a generic or ha-
bitual quantifier (arguably, over events) would have 
be introduced into the logical form (19b). Examples 
this sort will be seen later.

A third, related point concerns the logical conse-
quences of readings based on dynamic skolemization.
Suppose we are told after (19a) that John did buy
a donkey (within the relevant time frame), namely
Archie (AI):

D(A’) A B(J,A’).
It does not follow that John paid for Archie in cash.
This is because it does not follow that A/ -= A. If we
want these consequences, we could add the following
(conditional) uniqueness implicature to our interpreta-
tion of (19a):1

[(3x: D(x))B(J,x)] -+ iS!x: D(x))B(J, 
An alternative would be to regard the report of John’s
purchase of Archie as implicating the uniqueness of this
donkey-purchase. In fact, both implicatures may well
be present.

Abstracting from the above example, we can de-
fine dynamic skolemization as follows, for an existen-
tial sentence that occurs outside the scope of all other
quantifiers:

21. Given an occurrence of a (closed) sentence 
form (ix : ~)~ in the provisional logical form
of an English sentence being interpreted,

(a) assert the Skolem conditional
(3x : ~)~ -+ (~Cl~ A ~Cl~,
where C is a new constant;

(b) replace the original occurrence of (3x : (D)~
by the consequent of the above implication.

The notation a)c/~ stands for the result of substituting
C for all free occurrences of x in ft.2 The "provisional
logical form" of a sentence refers to the logical form we
would obtain before determining referents of pronouns
and definites, but after analyzing phrase structure, ap-
plying rules of logical-form composition corresponding
to phrase structure rules (grounding these in a lexicon
that supplies logical translations of lexical items), and
scoping quantifiers. Of course, phrase structure, lexical
semantics, and quantifier scope are all sources of am-
biguity, so an actual analysis sytem would in general
have to entertain multiple provisional logical forms for
a given (partial) sentence. The different reference pos-
sibilities corresponding to these different logical forms
may lead to more or less coherent interpretations, and
in this w~, may well influence the ultimate resolution
of the various types of ambiguity.

Let us note some properties of dynamic skolemiza-
tion, beginning with the following simple
Theorem. The Skolem conditional (21a) provides 

~I take such an implicagure to be present in many con-
texts, and to be the result of the hearer’s assumption that
ff the speaker thought there might have been multiple in-
stances of the indefinite, and such instances are relevant to
the purposes of the exchange, then he would have made this
possibility explicit. This is analogous to Gricean "quantity
scale implicatures" in sentences such as "Some/Most stu-
dents passed the exam", or "If some/most students passed
the exam, John will be pleased", where the speaker seems
to assume that not all students passed the exam.

2I use the particular variable x and constant C here for
readability, but these are of course arbitrary.
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conservative extension of any theory fi’amed in a vo-
cabulary exclusive of the new Skolem constant C.

What this means is that no new sentences follow from
the theory together with the definition, other than ones
involving the defined term C. The theorem is easily
proved by considering any formula ~5 not involving C
that is entailed by a given theory T (not involving C)
together with the Skolem conditional. For any model
Ad of theory T, let 3d’ = A4 if the antecedent of the
Skolem conditional is false in 3/l; otherwise let M’ dif-
fer from .A4 only in assigning a value to C that makes
the consequent of the Skolem conditional true. Then
jr4’ is a model of 7- together with the Skolem condi-
tional, and so by assumption satisfies ~. But jr4 and
Ad’ agree on O, hence Ad satisfies O. Thus 7- entails #9.
I leave the generalization of the theorem (and proof)
for the case of Skolem functions (below) to the reader.

Another property that (21) ought to satisfy is that
it should give the expected result in simple declarative
contexts - keeping in mind that it was motivated by
existential sentences within conditional antecedents. It
is easy to see that it does. For instance, consider (once
again) (18a). First, note that the skolemization speci-
fled by (21b) yields the sentence D(A)A B(J, A) (mod-
ulo the choice of arbitrary new constant) as previously
specified in (18c). But since this sentence occurs at the
top level of the text being interpreted, it is asserted. As
such it entails the Skolem conditional (previously given
as (20)), since it coincides with the consequent. Hence
the Skolem conditional is redundant. In other words,
in the case of simple declaratives (21) just describes
ordinary skolemization of top-level existentials.

Skolem functions, concept definitions

The generalization of dynamic skolemization (21) 
existential formulas containing free variables (i.e.,
embedded within the scope of other quantifiers) is
straightforward:

22. Given an occurrence of a formula (3y : O)q~,
containing free variables Zl, ..., Xm, in the pro-
visional logical form of an English sentence
being interpreted,

(a) assert the Skolem conditional
(vxo...(vxm)[(By 

eP.t(~:, ......,,,)Iv A ~ ~(~;, ..... ~:,,,)lv],
where f is a new m-place function symbol;

(b) replace the original occurrence of (By : 
by the consequent of the above implication.

A simple illustration is provided by the following
type of quantified donkey sentence, often used as cen-
tral example in the literature; (we neglect events):

23(a) Every farmer who bought a donkey paid for it in
cash.

(b) (Vx: F(x) A (By: D(y))B(x, y)) P(x,it)

(c) Assert:
(Vx)[(By D(y))B(z, y) ~ D(f (x)) A B f( x))]
Subst.:
(gx: F(x) A D(I(x)) A B(x, f(x))) 

Note the resolution of the anaphoric pronoun in (23c).
The reading this encodes is non-universal for donkeys,
i.e., any one farmer purchasing multiple donkeys need
only have paid for one in cash. I believe this is correct,
based on examples analogous to (a) and (4), despite
the frequently present universal implicature,s For ex-
ample, an analog of (4) 

24. Every farmer who bought a donkey rode it home,

which seems true even if the farmers involved rode only
one donkey each.

It is clear that repeated application of (22) to 
formula with multiple existential quantifiers, (3yl 
¢l)...(Syn : (~,)~ will be equivalent to simultaneous
skolemization of the Yi to fl, ..., fn. I will henceforth
freely apply it in this way. The following is an inter-
esting variant of (1), illustrating the case n = 2; (25b)
is the Skolem conditional, and (25c) the logical form
of (25a) after substitution:

25(a) Whenever a farmer bought a donkey, he paid for
it in cash.

(b) (Ve)[(3x F(x))(3y : D(y))B(z, y,
F(f(e) ) A D(g(e) ) A B(f(e), e)]

(c) (ge)[F(f(e)) A D(g(e)) g(e), e) -
(3e’) P(f(e), g(e), e’)]

The whenever-clause calls for universal event quan-
tification, and this leads to the introduction of a
farmer-function f and donkey-function g on events. In
this case, we obtain a reading that effectively quan-
tifies universally over farmers and donkeys, assuming
that in distinct action predications such as B(x, y,e),
B(x’, y~, e’), e and e’ cannot be the same buying-event
unless z and y are the same as x’ and y’ respectively.
This seems intuitively correct.

There remains a certain inelegance in these exam-
ples of dynamic skolemization from a practical compu-
tational perspective, in that we are repeating variants
of the original existential formula, (3yl : ~l)...(qy, 
¯ ,~)~, three times: twice in the Skolem conditional (in
the antecedent and consequent) and once in the logi-
cal form of the given text. I will therefore introduce
a space-saving notation, called concept definition that
avoids redundancy.

Before defining the notation formally, the idea is just
this: when we encounter a wff (3yl)...(3y~)~ that is 
be skolemized, we first define a new predicate that is
simultaneously equivalent to (i) this wiT, for all values
of the free variables (those not bound by the (Sy~)),
and (ii) the skolemized version of the a4f. We then

aI believe that a reasonable account of the universal im-
plicature is possible, in terms of interpretive strategies in
the face of violated uniqueness implicatures.
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substitute the newly defined predicate into the source
text. Formally, the concept definition schema is this:

26. For 7r a new m-place predicate constant,
fl,..., fn new m-place function constants,
and 4) a formula possibly containing free
occurrences of variables Xl,...,xm and
Yl,.--, Y, (and no others),

(Def 7r (Xl,..., xm) (fl .... , f,~) ~]/y__)

abbreviates (with underlining indicating
vectors)

...,

xl,..., xm are tlle variables of the Def-schema, fl, --., fn
are the roles (role functions, Skolem functions), and
¢~]/y is the body of the definition. Note that in this
body we are using function symbols (without argu-
ments) in place of variables, so that the result will not
be a well-formed formula. This avoids having to repeat
the variables xl, ..., xm on which each role depends.

Applying the Def-schema to (25) as described above,
we get a more concise and transparent representa-
tion of the dynamic skolemization (now formulated
as a concept definition, (27a)) and the resultant log-
ical form, (27b); FBD is the newly defined concept
(mnemonic for "farmer buys donkey"):

27(a) (Def FBD (e) (f,g) F(f) A D(g) A 
(b) (re) FBD (e) --+ (3e’)P(f(e),g(e), 

We are now well-equipped to return to the farmers
at the fair, and Mario’s restaurant. Looking back at
(1ha), note that we will first skolemize S, the set 
instances mentioned, to some new constant (but I will
retain S here). The next existential sentence encoun-
tered is (3x : F(x))(3y : D(y))B(x,y,e). Hence we
get the definition

(Def FBD(e) (f, g) F(f) A D(g) A B(I, 
Substituting the defined concept in the provisional log-
ical form (15a), we obtain (28a); we can now easily 
solve the references in (15b) to f(e) and g(e), as shown
in (28b):

28(a) (Ve:e S)FBD(e).
(b) (Ve:e e S)(3e’ : e’ _E e)P(f(e),g(e),e’).

To deal with the example of Mario’s restaurant, (17),
we naturally need to presuppose some prior knowledge
of "what happens when" a person dines out. While
people are unlikely to first acquire this information in
the form of a tidy verbal package, it would help with
knowledge bootstrapping if this were possible for com-
puters. So suppose we tell our NLP system something
like the following:

Generally, when a person dines at a restaurant,
s/he enters the restaurant, gets seated at a table,
selects a meal from a menu, tells the order to a
waiter, etc.

I will assume that generally quantifies over dining-at-
restaurant episodes here, binding an episodic variable:

(Gen e :0x: P(x))(3y : n0))D(x, 
(Be, : e~ I- e A starts(el, e))Enter(2,#, A
(3e2 : e2 E e Get-seated(A e2) (3e E e A Seleet( , e3) 

Tell-order(2, w, e4) A
¯ ’’ )

Note that the first line of this expression comprises
the restrictor of the Gen quantifier. The symbols with
carets are an ad hoc abbreviation for anaphoric terms,
used for readability. For instance, Enter(~.,!~, el) abbre-
viates

(The z: R(z))Enter(s/he,z, 
i.e., s/he enters the restaurant; the particular symbols
used, such as a? and ~), are intended to suggest to the
reader the expected referents of these terms.

The first existential sentence encountered is the re-
strictor of the Gen quantifier. Thus we apply dynamic
skolemization and concept definition to it:

(Def PDR (e) (f, g) P(f) ) A D(f, g, e)
Having substituted the defined predicate in the restric-
tot, and knowing that x is now f(e) and y is g(e), 
can also resolve 2 and ~ to f(e) and g(e) respectively
in the matrix of the Gen construct. Next we apply dy-
namic skolemization and concept definition to the ma-
trix. Here I allow myself a slight liberty, skolenfizing all
of the conjoined existential sentences at once (process-
ing them in succession would yield multiple definitions
rather than a single one, but would otherwise be equiv-
alent):

(Def PDRsteps (e) (fl, f2, f3, h, f4,...)
fl E e A starts(£, e) A Enter(f, g, fl) A

IV(h) A f4 E e A f3 -4 f4 A Tell-order(f, f4)
’’’ )

Substituting in the matrix of Gen, we then obtain
( Gen e :PDR(e))PDRsteps(e).

Having accommodated the background knowledge in
this way, we are now ready to interpret the definite
description the waiter in (17), repeated here as (29a).
The result is (29b), and after further skolemization,

29(a) John dined at Mario’s. He left a big tip for the
waiter.

(b) D(J, M, E).
(3x: T(x))(3e : E)L(J, x, h(E)e).

(c) D(J, M, E). T(C) A E’ r- E A L(J, C, h(E), E’).
There is still a hidden ambiguity, however. As far
as the stored background knowledge is concerned, the
agent of E is f(E) and the restaurant is g(E). To link
these to John and Mario’s respectively, we again need
to invoke a "uniqueness of roles" assumption concern-
ing dining-out events:

(Ve) (Vx, y, x’, y’)D(x, y, e) A D(x’, y~, e) 
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x=x’Ay=y’.
Again, this is an intuitively reasonable assumption.

Scripts, Frames and Knowledge

Bootstrapping

The reader has probably noticed a close resemblance
between the above encodings of the farmers-at-the-fair
and dining-at-Mario’s examples on the one hand, and
scripts and frames as understood in AI (e.g., (Schank
& Abelson 1977; Minsky 1975)) on the other. For in-
stance, Minsky suggests that a person entering an of-
fice retrieves and instantiates an office frame featuring
slots for the expected parts and furnishings (floor, ceil-
ing, walls, door, desk, chair, etc.). These slots quickly
become bound to perceived parts and furnishings, and
the knowledge associated with them helps to guide fur-
ther perception and action. Now this is just the sort of
structured representation we would obtain by skolem-
izing a description of the form, "An office generally has
a floor, a ceiling, four walls, a door, a desk, etc., with
such-and-such properties and related in such-and-such
ways...". Assuming a provisional logical form like

(aen x: Office(x))[(3yl Floo,tw) .. . ],
we would define of a concept such as Office-interior(x)
corresponding to the body of the Gen-formula, with
roles (Skolem functions) that pick out the parts and
furnishings of the office. It would then be straightfor-
ward to interpret the definites in general and particular
sentences like

30. An office belonging to a professor often has piles of
books and papers on the desk.

31. Mary went into her office and sat down at the desk.

Note that the Gem-formula for an office does not in-
volve any existential quantifiers in the restrictor, and
so does not give rise to a concept definition for the
restrictor (in contrast with the examples of the farm-
ers at the fair and Mario’s restaurant). Thus the for-
mula supplies information about the pre-existing con-
cept of an office, rather than about newly introduced
episodic notion such as that of dining at a restaurant.
This is typically how frames have been employed in
knowledge-based systems, i.e., they are used to sup-
ply information about familiar, usually non-episodic
concepts such as that of an office, a wage earner, a
particular product, etc., expressible with a lexical or
compound noun.

In the case of general episodic knowledge, the tie-in
with scripts is by now obvious. The dining-out exam-
ple was of course intended as a parallel to Schank and
Abelson’s (1977) restaurant script. While their script
is not formally interpreted, the name of the script can
be viewed as a defined concept similar to PDR above;
further, it involves roles for the participating entities
that are clearly analogous to some of the skolemized
roles in the definitions of PDR and PDRsteps, and
it involves steps that are analogous to the skolemized

subepisodes in PDRsteps. An interesting difference is
that it is not possible to access the roles in a script
"from the outside", as seems to be required for repre-
senting general or particular sentences such as

31. When a person dines at a fancy restaurant, s/he pays
the waiter directly, not at a cash register.

32. When Mary dined at Mario’s, the waiter turned out
to be an an ex-classmate of hers.

For (31), a traditional script-based approach would
have to create a variant script for fancy dining, as
a context in which to place the new fact (assuming
that the pre-existing restaurant script is noncommit-
tal about how the bill is paid). This could be done
in some ad hoe way by modifying a copy of the regu-
lar script, or directly inserting an alternative track into
that script. In the approach based on dynamic skolem-
ization, we would automatically create a separate con-
cept of dining at a fancy restaurant, and, recognizing
that dining at a fancy restaurant entails dining at a
restaurmlt, make use of the role functions in the PDR
and PDRsteps definitions to pick out the waiter (and
the implicitly referenced bill). For (32), the traditional
approach would expand out an instance of the restau-
rant script, thus gaining access to the waiter in that
script instance. In the approach based on dynamic
skolemization, it is sufficient to recognize Mary’s din-
ing at Mario’s as an instance of a person dining at
a restaurant (hence instantiating PDR); this immedi-
ately makes available the role functions in PDRsteps
(as was illustrated for 29a).

It has been known for a long time that frame slots in-
volve Skolem-like functions, logically speaking (Hayes
1979). Furthermore, role-functions have been proposed
in the planning literature for picking out steps in goal-
oriented courses of action (e.g., Kautz 1991). How-
ever, the representational devices employed in scripts,
frames and plans were conceived on purely computa-
tional and introspective grounds, with no formal links
to the syntax/semantics interface. So it seems aus-
picious that considerations arising from problems in
linguistic anaphora lead directly to script/frame-like
representations, and in doing so also provide solutions
to some traditionally difficult reference problems.

Schank and his collaborators were very interested in
the problem of learning scripts by generalization from
particular narratives containing repetitive patterns of
events (Schank 1982). While this type of generalization
learning is undoubtedly of crucial importance for AI,
the present work clears some obstacles from a more di-
rect path to the acquisition of such knowledge, namely
explicit description of the general patterns in ordinary
language. Lenat (1995), as mentioned earlier, has al-
ready mounted a large-scale effort to encode general
knowledge directly in a frame-like representation. But
this has depended so far on familiarizing the contribu-
tors to this effort with the internal representation, and
entrusting to their intuitions the correct formulation
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of commonsense facts in this representation. Such an
effort would surely benefit from an effective linguistic
input channel. Language is the shared medium for the
exchange of commonsense human knowledge, and as
such would provide a much faster, much more natu-
ral means for knowledge bootstrapping; as well, if the
mapping from the internally stored information to lan-
guage were straightforward and systematic, browsing
and verifying the stored knowledge, and any inferences
drawn from it, would become much easier.

Further Issues

A variety of issues remain concerning the scope and
details of dynamic skolemization. Most require further
research, but I want to at least touch briefly on some
of them.

First, a question of interest in linguistic semantics is
how the proposed interpretation of donkey sentences
fares with respect to the "proportion problem" (e.g.,
(Kadmon 1987)). For example, consider the following
sentence:

33. In most instances, if a farmer owns a donkey,
he is poor.

Suppose that the facts relevant to (33) are that 99 out
of 100 farmers own just one donkey and are poor, while
one out of 100 farmers owns 100 donkeys and is not
poor. Then (33) seems true on its preferred reading,
despite the fact that less than half of all farmer-owned
donkeys are owned by poor farmers. The question here
is how we individuate instances of farmers owning don-
keys. If we treat instances as Davidsonian events (i.e.,
as tacit arguments of verbs, in this case owns), then
each instance of a particular farmer owning a particu-
lar donkey is distinct, and (33) will turn out false.

One option here is to equate instances with farmers,
yielding the desired reading that most farmers who
own a donkey are poor. A disadvantage of this ap-
proach is that it calls for a rather complex mapping
from surface form to logical form, allowing quantifi-
cational binding of an indefinite sentential subject (a

farmer) by a frequency adverbial (in most instances).
Be that as it may, dynamic skolemization will not com-
plicate matters. If in the provisional logical form the
farmer-variable is bound by most rather than by 3,
then the only Skolem function introduced will be one
that picks out a donkey corresponding to a given don-
key owner. As it happens, this function is not needed
in the matrix clause of (33), since this contains no ref-
erence to the donkey. If it contained such a reference,
the Skolem function would unproblematically resolve
it.

To me a more attractive option is to treat instances
as events (more generally, situations/ eventualities/
episodes), but not as Davidsonian ones. We regard
events as being determined not just by atomic pred-
ications, but also by more complex formulas such as
(By : D(y))O(x, as i n Situ ation Semantics (Barwise

& Perry 1983) or Episodic Logic (Hwang ~ Schubert
1993b). Then the ownership events over which (33)
quantifies need no longer be so "fine-grained" that each
donkey determines a distinct event. This can account
for the preferred reading. However, the details would
require a digression into SS or EL. Suffice it to say that
dynamic skolemization would still work in such a set-
ting, with some complications arising from the relative
scopes of existential quantifiers and the operators that
link formulas to events (~ in SS, ** and * in EL).

A second issue concerns reference to disjunctions of
indefinites, as in

34. If a farmer buys a donkey or a mule, he pays for it
in cash.

Here unmodified application of dynamic skolemization
will yield two Skolem functions, one for each disjunct.
Yet we want to cover both alternatives with the ref-
erential pronoun (it). (We should note that the same
problem arises in the dynamic semantics approaches.)
One possible solution is to invoke the logical equiva-
lence

(3x)~ V (3y)~ ++ (3x)(¢ V ~[:c/y])
before skolemizing. Or, placing the burden on the map-
ping from surface form to logical form, we could allow
for an interpretation of a disjunction (NP1 or NP2) 
indefinite noun phrases as one of

(~x[NPi (,~c) V NP~ (x)]),
(3x[[x = NPl] V [x = NP~]]),

depending on whether the indefinite NPs are inter-
preted as predicates or as quantified terms. The an-
gle brackets indicate an unscoped existential quanti-
fier, and NP~ denotes the logical translation of NPi.
(In the second version, this again contains an un-
scoped 3-quantifier.) Unscoped quantifiers are eventu-
ally assigned sentential scope within the complete log-
ical translation of a clause. I would argue that such a
shared-variable interpretation is even possible (though
dispreferred) for conjunctions. Witness, for instance,
the sentence

35. Our northern neighbor, and the best friend this
country has, is currently quarreling with us over fish-
ing rights.

Here we are referring to some x (e.g., Canada, from 
US perspective) such that x is our northern neighbor
and is the best friend this country has.

A third issue concerns reference to indefinites in
negated contexts, as in the following example:

36(a) John didn’t buy a donkey and pay for it in cash.

(b) --[(3z D(x))B(J, x)A P(d, it)

Let us take (36b) as the provisional logical form 
(36a), where the existential quantifier has narrow scope
relative to the conjunction. If we now apply the
dynamic skolemization schema (21), we obtain the
skolemized version -~( D( A ) A B( J, A) A P ( J, it) With
it resolved to A, we have -~(D(A) B(J, A) A P(J, A))
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Does this (along with the Skolem conditional) cap-
ture the intuitive meaning of (36)? Not quite. Rather,
it expresses the (weaker) proposition that if John
bought just one donkey, then he didn’t pay for it
in cash. For, if John bought a donkey, then by the
Skolem conditional, D(A) A B(J, holds, andhence
from -~(D(A) A B(J, A) A P(J, A)), -~P(J, holds, i.e .,
John did not pay in cash for the one donkey he bought.
This is a consequence we want, but we also want the
stronger consequence that John did not pay in cash for
any donkey he bought, no matter how many he bought.

We can obtain a correct skolemized version of (36a)
by treating the existential quantifier in (36b) as hav-
ing wider scope than the conjunction. (I deliberately
left the scopes in (36b) ambiguous.) For then we 
resolve the anaphoric pronoun, setting it to x, be-
fore skolemizing. If we now skolemize, we still obtain
-~(D(A) A B(J, A) A P(J, But t he Skolem condi-
tional now states that if John bought a donkey and
paid for it in cash, then A is such a donkey. Since
the skolemized sentence denies that A is a donkey that
John bought and paid for in cash, it follows that there
is no such donkey.

However, if the point of skolemization is to facilitate
the interpretation of anaphoric expressions, then we
need not have skolemized at all here. The situation is
just as if the sentence had been

37. John didn’t buy every donkey (in sight) and pay for
it in cash,

where there are no indefinites to skolemize. Here, too,
correct interpretation of the pronoun appears to cM1
for wide-scoping of the quantifier (in this case V rather
than 3), so that the pronoun can be identified with
the quantified variable. My conjecture is that dynamic
skolemization is inappropriate in negated contexts, and
is not needed for representing reference relations con-
fined to such contexts.

But what about apparent cases of external reference
into negated contexts, as in

38. John didn’t buy a DONKEY. It was a mule. ?

The result of dynamically skolemizing the indefinite in
the negated context would again be unsatisfactory. In
particular, it would fail to capture the entailment that
John bought a mule. This is to be expected, since
the interpretation of (38) depends upon a presupposi-
tion, mediated by the indicated stress on A DONKI~Y,
that John did buy SOMEthing. It appears, then, that
the correct referent for the pronoun comes from (the
skolemized form of) that presupposition, rather than
from the negative sentence.

Finally, there is the issue of anaphoric reference
within modal contexts, as illustrated by (38):

38. Mary believes that if John bought a donkey at the
fair, he paid for it in cash.

A little thought shows that it would be incorrect to
apply dynamic skolemization without change here. We

would attribute to Mary a conditional belief about a
particular individual A; but she might hold that be-
lief simply because she believes that the antecedent is
false (A is not a donkey that John bought). Yet at the
same time she may fail to believe that if John bought
a donkey, he paid for it in cash. I think a plausible
approach may be to confine the entire process of dy-
namic skolemization to the modal context concerned.
In particular, in processing the provisional logical form
derived from (38), we stipulate that Mary believes that
if John bought a donkey, then he bought a donkey A
(where A is a new constant). We then recast (38) 
say that Mary believes that if John bought A where
A is a donkey, he paid for A in cash. Thus we are
attributing to Mary the same dynamic skolemization
process we are employing ourselves (according to the
proposed theory).

Concluding Remarks

I have shown how one can dynamically skolemize indef-
inites encountered in natural language input, so that
the resultant constants and functions are available for
subsequent reference. This provides a new way of deal-
ing with donkey anaphora and other cases of anaphora
standardly handled through some version of dynamic
semantics. The advantages are that the resulting rep-
resentations are context-independent and admit a stan-
dard semantics, and that referential connections can be
made in cases that are problematic for dynamic seman-
tics.

The kinds of anaphora at which dynamic skolemiza-
tion is aimed pervade ordinary language, particularly
the sort of language used to express commonsense gen-
eralizations about the world. So the possibility of deal-
ing straightforwardly with heretofore refractory cases
should prove very helpful in the effort to impart com-
monsense knowledge to machines through language.

Moreover, I showed that the representations of gen-
eral facts obtained through dynamic skolemization,
aided by concept definitions, are strikingly similar to
the frame-like and script-like representations that are
the stock-in-trade in knowledge representation and rea-
soning. This convergence between certain kinds of lin-
guistically and nonlinguistically motivated representa-
tions provides further reason for optimism about the
possibility of a unified approach to representation and
inference.

I have also given sketchy indications that certain tra-
ditional conundrums such as the proportion problem
and reference to disjunctions of indefinites should be
resolvable within the proposed framework, or at least
do not become more difficult within that framework.
Whether dynamic skolemization is a "universal tool"
for representing reference, or whether certain negated
or modal contexts depend in an essential way on a dy-
namic semantics, is a matter for further research.
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